The three things you will need before you can convert your helmet from Tab-style earflaps to Velcro-style Earflaps:

1: Lite Force Plus or Ben-2 Helmet with Tab-style Earflaps

2: HP-F752-01 or other Velcro-style Earflaps

3: HR-VAKEFO Segmented Strip Velcro Hook Kit

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING.

If possible, also visit our YouTube Channel (HONEYWELL Saves Lives) and watch "How To Adjust Suspensions".
(A) Locate the 6-Tabs around the suspension mounting ring at 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, and 10:00. (B) Insert a dime as shown between only these 5 tabs and ring as shown. Use your thumb to push the top edge of the dime toward the outer edge of the brim to pop each tab. **Remove entire suspension and earflaps.** (C) **Remove the earflaps by slipping the white tabbing material off the suspension tabs and save the earflaps.**

(D) Install Velcro hook between 10:00 & 9:00 Tabs/Slots; between 9:00 & 8:00 Tabs/Slots; and 8:00 & 6:00 Tabs/Slots. (E) Install Velcro hook between 2:00 & 3:00 Tabs/Slots; between 3:00 & 4:00 Tabs/Slots; and 4:00 & 6:00 Tabs/Slots. (F) Reinstall suspension as shown. Snap Suspension Tabs into the slots AND **don’t forget to reconnect the front-to-rear helmet strap at the 6:00 Tab/Slot.**

(G) Position earflaps so each, or either, end lines up flush and fully with the Velcro hook on the inside of the suspension ring, and immediately behind the 10:00 and 2:00 tabs/slot. (H) Align the earflap Velcro pile on the earflap so it **fully contacts the entire width of the Velcro hook,** and all the way around the rear and sides of the suspension ring. The appearance of the earflap installation should be smooth as shown, then firmly press the Velcro together. (I) Your new earflaps are now installed.

**NOTE:** You may notice that after a couple of removals/installations during Routine and/or Advanced cleanings that **the Velcro actually gets more sticky with use rather than less sticky.**